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First day of Ukulele class

Linnea's India Blog IX: Emmanuel School
Emmanuel School (God with Us)
(Names of the school and directors have been changed to protect the children)
We arrive at the school in the early evening, the wind blowing a chill fog
through the darkened gates. As Rob opens the heavy blue metal doors,
suddenly there are a dozen children standing before us, greeting, smiling, all
talking at once with voices like little buzz-saws. A ribbon which says “Welcome”
is held across the doorway and scissors are ceremoniously thrust in my hand. I

cut, they cheer, and we enter the grounds of the school that will be our home
for the next 3 weeks. I am overwhelmed with happiness.
Two years ago, as we celebrated Christmas at a CMC Ludhiana hospital
concert and reception, I spotted a woman who looked like me: a western white
woman dressed in Punjabi clothing. We said to each other, “Tell me
what you are doing.” This was Allison, from the UK. When I learned that she
was co-running a school for children of the local slum, I asked if we might come
up and sing for 48 hours with them. Though it involved taking the train to the
south of the country to finish our work at the CMC Vellore and returning by train
all the way back up to the north, we did it - and at the end of our 48 hour music
intensive, we knew we had to return.
I thought it would be Allison who would host us on this return visit, but she tagteam co-directs the school with Rob and it is his turn to be here. So, it is Rob
who picks us up at the hotel, finding room for our 2 large boxes of ukuleles in
the car and telling us his testimony as we drive for an hour to our village.
Rob, too, is from the UK. With a earnest manner and a joyful heart, you can tell
he is the kind of person that needs to be 200% engaged in what he is
passionate about. In his mid-twenties, his life, he says, had no direction. He
was making “pots of money” selling advertising for exhibitions and conferences.
Finally one day, he thought to himself: “I sell space. It means nothing. If I died
tomorrow, nothing in the world would change.” He tried every drug, every
religion, searching for the thing that would lead him home. His search for
meaning and service led him to India, where one day he heard God say to him:
“This is it; right here.” It was this village, and the slum that lay along its railroad
track.
He began to sit with the people. He had no language. He sorted rice with the
women. Trains rolled along the tracks near the slum and spilled rice, so the
women collected it to eat or sell. Rob sat and pulled the dirt out with them,
wordlessly. His sitting became teaching and the teaching became a kind of road
school, with walls of corrugated metal and 80-100 children coming for hours at
a time. This all came to an end when a local fundamentalist group demanded
that they stop. For fundamentalists of any kind, there is ever only one way to
see things, only room for one kind of person, and all effort is made to change
others, first through dialogue and then, later, through force and violence.
Later in the UK, he got word that the local village Christian church was open to

their housing a few dozen children within their walls so long as they could
worship there on Sundays. Rob was back and the school was born again.
Fifteen years later, they have moved into their new school building, which our
family saw in its almost-habitable stage on our last visit. Three storeys high, it
has a cement wall around it, a security post at the front gate, a playground with
slide, swings and climbing equipment, a court where frenzied games of
volleyball, basketball, cricket and football take place in the afternoons. There is
an eating hall, in which we sit cross-legged along a green felt pad that runs the
perimeter of the room, and are served rice and daal (lentils) most lunches.
There are 4 roomfuls of bunks in which the children sleep 2 to a bed, staffed by
their house parents, which are 2 sets of married couples. There are classrooms
for each age-group, multiple bathrooms on each floor, a laundry room.
As Rob shows us our room, children pile through the door to welcome us and
talk at and with us: “Auntie...” “Uncle...” We are absolutely bowled over by the
unconditional welcome and love that we experience. “If you want privacy, it is
really at a premium here,” Rob laughs as the door bangs open and shut again
and again. He also warns us about the viral respiratory infection that everyone
onsite has. It will be a full-on miracle if we don’t get that.
That night, the air is surprisingly quiet in the village, save for the sound of the
dogs who have taken over the narrow brick-paved streets. The local gurdwara
broadcasts chanting in the early hours, but it is all at a distance, and feels like a
gentle pad onto which we have fallen, like the 5 inch fleece duvets on our
bunks.
We awaken the next morning, with the fog just beginning to lift.
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You are receiving this blog because you contributed to Linnea and David’s
mission to India in one way or another. Easily unsubscribe by hitting reply with
“No thanks” in the subject header (Lg and Dj will not see it).
Please be cautious about who you show this blog to. Our status in the country
is not entirely stable, so we are not publicly posting our doings on social media.
Feel free to privately pass this along to kindred, trustworthy spirits.
To contribute to Linnea and David's Music Ministry: http://www.linneagood.com/
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Class - how about a little elbow room?
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